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The Bokor
Collection

Behind The Collection

The Bokor Collection was inspired by the true beauty 
of Cambodia. Take a look inside to discover what 
drove us to make a positive impact on the fashion in-
dustry and the artisans making your clothes.



What Our Brand Stands For

Demand quality, not only in the products you buy, 
but in the lives of those who made them.



We use thoughtfully selected 
fabrics and accessories to 
construct our lines. 

Natural fibers are our backbone, 
but if we find an opportunity to 
use factory remnant or recycled 
materials, we certainly do so.

We have a mission at Paloma 
Private Label. It is to design 
impeccably crafted pieces while 
ensuring every member involved 
in the process has a safe and fair 
work environment. 

We invite you to see our We invite you to see our 
manufacturers story by visiting 
www.fairsew.com 

If you have any questions or are 
unclear about any part of our 
process please contact us at: 
info@palomaprivatelabel.com

SustainabilityEthics & Transparency



What Sets
Us Apart?

Empowering 
Women
Globally

Transparency

Sustainable
Sourcing

Reduced 
Carbon
Footprint



Step I

We design all of our 
garments in house to 
ensure no detail goes 
unnoticed.

Step II

We use sustainable fabrics 
and source our materials 
from artisans around the 
world.

Step III

We work closely with our 
manufacturers to ensure the 
integrity of your garments 
and quality of life for the 
artisans producing them.

Production Process



Coconut Buttons

We use coconut buttons made by 
local artisans in Cambodia. 

We do our best to source from rural 
communities to draw attention to age 
old traditions and craftsmanship.

Linen

Not only is our linen durable, 
breathable and soft to touch, its also 
an incredibly sustainable fiber which 
is why we chose to construct the
majority of our line with it.



Of this 
collection 
is made from 
sustainable
resources

90%





TONLE 
TROUSERS

Tapered to perfection, the Tonle Tapered to perfection, the Tonle 
trousers are beautifully constructed 
in lightweight cream linen. 
Featuring a beautiful high waist, 
champagne satin pockets and a 
little waist tie. These trousers are 
perfect for home, holiday and the 
working woman.orking woman.



PROVINCE
JUMPSUIT

The Provence jumpsuit is an incredibly The Provence jumpsuit is an incredibly 
elegant piece designed in our beautiful 
sand linen. Attention to detail doesn’t 
go unnoticed when it comes to this 
piece. Our carefully constructed bodice 
features adjustable straps for various 
bust sizes and is lined in beautiful 
champagne satin. Its high waist champagne satin. Its high waist 
elongates the body and features pleats 
that slim the leg. We also extended our 
satin touch to the pockets, making this 
jumpsuit absolutely stunning.



BOKOR
TUXEDO SHIRT

Divine is how we describe this
impeccably crafted button down.
Tailored to perfection, the Bokor
tuxedo shirt features beautifully
pressed seams, gorgeous cuffs and pressed seams, gorgeous cuffs and 
collar, traditional coconut buttons and 
a little extra length, just in case. The 
Bokor tuxedo shirt is perfect for all 
occasions and incredibly cool in our
lightweight cotton.



DAH'LING
DRESS

Dah’ling in Cambodian means to “take Dah’ling in Cambodian means to “take 
a stroll with friends” and what a perfect 
dress to do that in. Made from our 
stunning cream linen, featuring 
traditional coconut buttons, a waist tie, 
and nifty hidden pockets, this dress is 
perfect for the sophisticated traveler 
and for every day wear.and for every day wear.



TEMPLE
T-DRESS

The Temple T-Dress was 
thoughtfully designed for thoughtfully designed for 
everyone. Constructed in 
porcelain and a hint of stone, our 
lightweight, slinky blend is soft 
to the touch and cool to wear. 
We lightly lined this dress for 
comfort and features loose 
sleeves and a beautiful boatneck sleeves and a beautiful boatneck 
to ensure we have something for 
everyone. The Temple T-Dress is 
the most chic t-shirt dress you'll 
ever wear. We love it!



KULEN
DRESS

Named after a slow moving river that Named after a slow moving river that 
plunges into a breathtaking waterfall in 
northern Cambodia. The Kulen dress 
starts by gently hugging the curves of 
your body and finishes with a dramatic 
splash in the back. When paired with 
sandals or heels, the Kulen dress is great 
for sunny days or sexy nights.for sunny days or sexy nights.



KIRI
CAMISOLE

The Kiri Cami is meant to be in 
your suitcase. It’s the ultimate 
basic for a hot summer’s day. 
Our take on this ”basic” features Our take on this ”basic” features 
traditional coconut buttons down 
the back making it easy to throw 
on and off, it has adjustable straps 
for various bust sizes, side vents 
for comfort and breast darts for 
shape. Did we mention this looks 
amazing under a blazer?amazing under a blazer?



GYPSY
LOUNGERS

Lounge in them or not... 
The Gypsy lounger is your go-to The Gypsy lounger is your go-to 
for versatility and style. Fitted with 
champagne satin pockets and an 
elastic panel, this brilliantly 
constructed lounger allows you to 
style high or lounge low, giving you 
endless options for wear.





Press 2020
See our campaign in Feburary, March 
and April editions of British Vogue

Fashion Revolution
Its time we all started asking 
#whomademyclothes!

Fashion Revolution week kicks off a 
campaign ever year in April to mark 
the anniversary of the Rena Plaza 
collapse. Get involved and be a part collapse. Get involved and be a part 
of the movement that inspired us to 

make a difference.



Instagram
paloma.private.label

Facebook
Paloma Private Label

Twitter
@PP_Label

In motion
Become a part of our 
journey by watching 

The Bokor Collection in motion. 
Visit our website or 
YouTube channel

Pintrest
PalomaPrivateLabel



Contact Us 

info@palomaprivatelabel.com

+44 (0)7572 105 445 

www.palomaprivatelabel.com



be conscious, shop ethically


